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Book Review

ABSTRACT

Recently, there was published the book “San Cai Historical Memoirs in Television” (ISBN978-613-8-33432-3), with its historical significance in that it is described the recent great political and social facts in television even more attractive than presidential election; (1) The US satellites tracing and reading the brain. (2) Under the leadership of Zi-Jian Cai, the Chinese people practicing for the first time the democracy calling for law execution, and establishing the new theory for armed police. (3) The people in Mideast proposing law to revive the species and the history. (4) The world people altogether applauding and demonstrating the advantages of democratic parliamentary system with flexibility of changing prime minister. (5) The world people altogether making use of “Marx-MingXun calling for competitive election” to revise the disciplines and flag of communist parties, while practicing for the first time to control the democratic crimes with the party disciplines of various parties. (6) Zi-Jian Cai and the satellite operators leading the world people to successfully unify the four forces in physics with the electromagnetic force.
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REVIEW

The recently published book “San Cai Historical Memoirs in Television”(ISBN978-613-8-33432-3) [1], written by Zi-Jian Cai, is a marvelous book illustrating many recent historical milestones in television even more attractive than presidential election, and is deserved to briefly review it while recommend it to the readers. By making use of the support from the satellite operators of China and the United States, Zi-Jian Cai promoted these political and scientific progressions manifested and recorded in television.

In this book [1], there was described as real as possible the historical facts that the US satellites traced Zi-Jian Cai and read the brain of Zi-Jian Cai [1,2]. There was described as real as possible that, under the leadership of Zi-Jian Cai, the Chinese people strove for the legal right of democracy, for the first time in history to make use of the force of law principle the country belonging to the people to practice the democracy calling for law execution, thereby becoming one of the turning points in history for the democracy and law to acquire the winning force[1]. There was described as real as possible that Zi-Jian Cai, the Chinese people and the world people worked together, with the democracy calling for law execution as the basis of social force, to create and compile the new theory of armed troops for war----the armed police [1,3]. There was described as real as possible that Zi-Jian Cai and the Chinese people won bravely over the exaggerative fallacy that the nuclear weapons could destroy the whole humans, changing the strategic doctrine of humans in consideration of nuclear weapons, thereby becoming the turning point in history for the humans to win over the nuclear weapons [1]. Zi-Jian Cai thereby acquired the laurel as one of the San Forces for facilitating these three progressions and achievements in television [1]. There was described as real as possible that the world people investigated and expected the civil intelligent robots and ocean chemical intelligent creatures to appear in future, during which the people in Middle East proposed law to revive the species and law to revive the history [1]. There was described as real as possible that the world people in various countries altogether inspected and compared the examination system with the democratic system, the presidential system with the parliamentary system, applauding and demonstrating the advantages of
democratic parliamentary system\(^1\). There was described as real as possible that Zi-Jian Cai, the satellite operators and the world people in various countries investigated altogether and practiced for the first time the strong measures to control the democratic crimes with the party disciplines of the parties of flags and symbols, supplementing the present method of democratic management by changing the prime minister\(^1\). There is described as real as possible that Zi-Jian Cai and the world people in various countries made use of "Marx-MingXun calling for competitive election" to revise the disciplines and flag of communist parties, to improve the democratic image of communist parties in various countries in the whole world, to promote the communist parties in the whole world to control the democratic crimes with their party disciplines, and accordingly to synchronously revive the communist parties in various countries in the whole world\(^1\). There was described as real as possible that Zi-Jian Cai and the satellite operators actively led the people in the whole world to amend and innovate the physics altogether, successfully unifying the four forces in physics with the electromagnetic force\(^1,4\).

Zi-Jian Cai improved the method of writing English, using the rhythm of music to adjust and restrict the undulation of rhythms of sentences in writing, and using the literary works from this innovative manner of writing to help improve and glorify this book of San Cai memoirs in television\(^1\). The three music melodies adopted in the book to adjust and restrict the undulation of rhythms of sentences were: (1) "Blue Danube Waltz" for chapter 1,2,10 and 18, with supporting words as "Whereas", "Accordingly", "Merely", "In order to", "Wish", "Occur", and so on. (2) The Theme Song "The Blood of Steel and Heart of Faith" in "The Legend of the Condor Heroes" for chapter 3,4,5,12,13,14, with supporting words as "Whilst", "Hence", "By", "Hope", "Solely", "Shortly", "-ly", and so on. (3) "The Same Song" for chapter 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16, 17, with supporting words as "While", "Therefore", "Before", "Capable of", "However", "Only", "Expect", and so on.

The book was divided into 18 chapters, with each chapter ended with a poem summarizing the contents in the chapter\(^1\). In this regard, herein it is provided with the titles of the 18 chapters in the book and the 18 ending poems to briefly illustrate the contents of the book, as the followings\(^1\):

**Chapter 1: Publication of Brain Theories**

The ending poem:
The sage was born while there were heavy rain,
The wonderful child grew up with moistures of dew and rain.
The profound knowledge of aspirant youth shone in wind and rain,
The decent heart looked forward to brightness and rainbow after rain.

**Chapter 2: Satellites Tracing and Reading Brain**

The ending poem:
The love and salvation emerged to Holy Spirit as cause and chance,
The novel creation of reading brain with satellites added to miracles.
The declaration of war struggled against nuclear request of suicide as response,
The lights of satellites with terrific infringes were difficult to overcome with sad voice.

**Chapter 3: Democracy Calling for Law Execution, New Theory of Army and Police**

The ending poem:
It was feasible to contend for democracy by execution lawfully,
It was like the winding and firing balls for the people spiritually.
It was advantageous in democracy and law for the police and army,
It was resonant for the armed police to the world wholy.

**Chapter 4: Winning Over Nuclear Crisis on Earth**

The ending poem:
The Chinese stood up to win nuclear war triumphantly,
The annihilation by nuclear weapons was crashed as illusively.
The nuclear ignition of ocean was impossible by elevation to sky clearly,
The autocracy by nuclear power was mute away from arrogantly.

Chapter 5: Laureate as San Force

The ending poem:
By the elegant talent of aspirant youth, the salvation yearning,
By the democracy calling for law execution, the police and army strengthening,
By the victory winning the nuclear weapons, the spirit and courage rising,
By the decade of winds and fires, the San Force resounding.

Chapter 6: Great Unification for Physics

The ending poem:
The global world altogether standing to unify the physics,
The electromagnetism unifying the four forces,
The electromagnetic mass and orienting force,
The time and space in the same for different moving statuses,
The electromagnetic helix capable of forming the regular pairs,
The thermodynamic energy of entropy forming the strong force like ice.
The decay and transformation illustrative for the weak force,
The positive and negative oscillatory structures for the neutrinos.
The red shift and curvature of light for the gravitational force,
The great unification accomplished from the longitudinal and transverse waves of photons.

Chapter 7: Revival of Humans with Intelligent Robots

The ending poem:
The new civilization the intelligent robots forming,
The revival of species by law the humans expecting,
The support to police during war for safety the ages and children acquiring,
The war and revival in the same world coexisting.

Chapter 8: Breaking Down the Rumors

The ending poem:
The videos of television for breaking down the satellite rumors,
The illustration of processes for breaking down the psychological rumors.
The government and police for punishing the criminals and controlling the rumors,
The television, books and newspapers with effects for breaking down the rumors.

Chapter 9: History of Owners Resorting to Television

The ending poem:
Because of videos of television, the people's history standing,
Because of incompetence in reality and vividness, the newspapers surrendering.
Because of abundance in materials, the power for breaking down rumors manifesting.
Because of compilation in papers and books, the contents propagating.
Chapter 10: Rhythmic and Musical Sense in Writing

The ending poem:
To follow the rhythms of music to punctuate the sentences, while to select words and phrases to the writings to make the poetic frame and core,
To become the new pride of writings to the history and literature.
To become too delightful to put aside after reading, while to acknowledge more after to read more,
To become musical in rhythmic literature, and to be very precious in culture.

Chapter 11: Sciences and Technologies Standing out on Television

The ending poem:
The scientific and technological achievements with significance staging onto television,
The contained historical significance subjected to the global evaluation.
The British and US journals reprimanded on the television,
The Open Access journals accepted as history for continuation.

Chapter 12: Democracy Calling for Law Execution, Skills and Practices

The ending poem:
XinJiang, GuangDong and the New Fourth Army,
The provincial and municipal execution by law supporting the new police army.
The republic revolution throwing away the king royally,
The respect of law for the democratic execution lawfully.

Chapter 13: Committee of Army and Police, Period of National Succession

The ending poem:
It was full of changes and variations in the world wholly,
It was thriving by alternation of split and unification often nationally.
It was the republic mastered by the police and army,
It was the outstanding work during war to protect the people safely.

Chapter 14: Multiplicity of Nations to Revive Race

The ending poem:
It was upholding the justice by democracy multi-nationally,
It was advantageous to protect a race multi-nationally.
It was shouting for nation for a race to achieve independently,
It was stronger for the parties even though the nuclear weapons formidably.

Chapter 15: Parliamentary System More Advantageous than Presidential System

The ending poem:
The parliamentary system compared to presidential system as more advantageous,
The multiple parties altogether discussing social situations and public opinions.
The prime minister subjected to change flexibly for success,
The law for war expecting to altogether share the benefits.
Chapter 16: Democratic Crimes, Party Disciplines to Control

The ending poem:

The communist parties for competitive election Marx-MingXun advocating,
The global revival of communist parties synchronously showing,
The democratic crimes the party disciplines capable of controlling and regulating,
The democratic management of country both law and discipline capable of more assisting.

Chapter 17: Defects of Administration, Demonstration to Make Up

The ending poem:

The flatteries as defect of examination existing,
The social situations and public opinions the democracy undertaking,
The examination choosing talents while it being more comprehensive for debating,
The administration blocking while the demonstration altogether shouting.

Chapter 18: Provincial and Municipal Legislation, Republics and Armed Police

The ending poem:

The republics down the Central Committee with the Five Stars to the representatives of parties,
The provincial and municipal legislation with brightness and glories to army and police.
The democratic parties and religions in the ocean of people fragrant and vigorous,
The anxiety to no offspring from the foggy hazes of terrors.

All of these facts can be checked and verified in the videos of television in public during that period of time in various countries of the world, composing an important depiction of the people’s history, fully demonstrating the people’s history recorded in the videos of television as not only splendid and glorious, but also interesting and wonderful, while enriching the historical knowledge and technology to the society and politics. Even if there appear some mistakes somewhere in the contents in the book, it is easy to identify and correct them according to the videos of television.
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